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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new visualization system, which integrates multiple kind of information for
car drivers. The prototype of this system consists of two key applications. The first one is a car
navigation system with real world texture images. In this system, buildings are texture mapped by
actual images, which are retrieved by our automatic map- making system. The second is a hybrid
visualization system, which efficiently visualizes the invisible cars behind the buildings. This
system is expected to reduce car accidents that occur around intersections, places where drivers
usually have only very narrow fields of view. To realize these systems, we propose an efficient
building texture database construction system which, for input, uses the video data captured by a
vehicle equipped with multiple video cameras and running along the street. To demonstrate the
effective ness of our system, we present some experimental results with actual outdoor
environmental data.

Introduction

With recent progress in virtual reality systems and car sensors (e.g. GPS and gyro-sensor), ITS
(intelligent transportation system) applications tend to use a wide variety of information from both
real world (e.g., traffic information) and virtual world (e.g., digital map) in conjunction with one
another. The fact that every information has its own data structure necessitates the integration of
this information into a common structure. Since our proposed system is an enhanced navigation
system in which real world texture images and digital map data are merged efficiently, we propose
anew matching technique between real-world video and digital maps for data integration. We also
propose a driver assistance system, which effectively integrates other car location data into digital
maps and visualizes them naturally. This system efficiently makes cars occluded by buildings
visible to the driver; and therefore, is expected to reduce the car accidents around intersections,
locations where drivers usually have a narrow field of view.

Considering the matching between real-world images and digital map, we cannot simply employ
the matching techniques for different kinds of data, therefore first we have to make the same kind of
data structure for both real-world video data and digital maps. Then subsequently we can employ
matching between these two data. To make the same kind of data structure, we use EPI analysis in
this research. And for matching, we use DP matching for improving the precision and reliability of
the results. In addition, we propose an original configuration of multiple cameras and data capturing
system for efficient acquiring of the building images.

Once we generate the texture image database, which certainly related to the digital map, we can
easily realize the car navigation system with real world texture. Therefore, in the latter half of this
paper, we propose the driver assistance system which efficiently visualizes the invisible cars
occluded by the buildings, truck or other huge obstacles. This kind of information is very useful for
reducing the traffic accident occurred at an intersection where drivers usually have very narrow
field of view.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the background of our research. Then, in
Section 3, we describe the principle of our map-making system. In Section 4, we present the
enhanced navigation system with experiments and their results. Finally, we conclude this paper in



Section 5.

Background of our research

Creating a large-scale virtual environment, such as that of an entire town or city, is one of the most
important applications in ITS [1][2][3][4]. Generally speaking, there are two main approaches
applicable to the problem: image-based rendering (IBR)[5][6] and model-based rendering (MBR).

An IBR technique has now become one of the major topics of the computer graphics (CG) and
vision research areas. However, for practical use of IBR (e.g., ITS applications) little research has
been done and few actual applications have been developed mainly because of following two
difficulties:

1. Huge data size
2. Little freedom with regard to viewing position and direction

The data size of IBR is very large compared with that of other major model-based methods and
difficult for actual implementation. Now much research is concerned with compressing the data size
[7][8]. But, even if we can conquer the data size problem, there still remains the important issue of
restricted area for viewing position and direction are allowed for large -scale rendering. So far, little
research has been devoted to expanding the viewing area and direction [4]; this is a serious
limitation for ITS applications.

To the contrary, since the MBR approach requires precisely matched texture images with geometric
data, the data size of MBR is significantly smaller than that of IBR and also viewing position and
direction is theoretically free. To realize these features and creates new views, the MBR approach
needs many analyses of the geometric and surface attributes of the objects in the real-world
environment. Certainly, analyses of these attributes are usually difficult. There is a long history of
vision research devoted to them and a complete solution has not yet been found. However, in
limited conditions, and with some constraints, MBR is sufficiently effective and many actual
applications are developed in reality.

In this paper, our target images are almost always buildings and camera motion is known by
sensors; this condition is mostly preferable for MBR analysis. We adopt the MBR approach to
create a computerized virtual city map. We propose a new method to analyze the real world and a
specialized vision technique to enable ITS to accomplish our purpose.

Modeling the large city map into the computer

To make a building texture database efficiently and practically, we use a video taken by a vehicle
running along the street for data acquisition. Of course, the usually narrow field of view videos
camera makes it difficult to create a model of a large city so, for our research, we the use a special
video camera, i.e., an omni-directional camera (see the following section).

Because video data is too large for reasonable handling by a computer and contains no typical
structure to enable easy matching with a digital map, the data must be re-structured for the purpose
of efficient management, along with spatio-temporal and spatial interpolation. This time we adopted
the EPI (Epipolar Plane Image) analysis for solution.

In the following section, we first explain how we use the EPI analysis to realize the efficient
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handling of video data and achieve the matching between video data and the digital map. Then we
show how we apply this EPI based-method to the omni-directional camera.

EPI based video handling and matching technique

EPI analysis was first proposed by [9][10]; this EPI method simplified the feature tracking for
epipolar geometry that was necessary, but difficult, for actual implementation. As a result, they
realized easy and robust recovering of 3D information. Fig.1 is a usual EPI and each belt represents
one object with same depth (with regard to our research, a building). In the actual analysis, it is
usually assumed that the camera moves with constant speed in a straight line. However, these
constraints make it sometimes very difficult to apply EPI analysis to real world data, because
keeping the camera speed constant and moving along a straight line is difficult in reality. Also,
objects in the real world have complicated shapes and textures that make difficult to employ general
EPI analysis. In this paper, we propose a new EPI method, which releases these constraints
mentioned above and is good for application to real world data.

Fig.1 EPI (Epipolar Plane Image)

The key concept of our technique is EPI-EPI matching. Nowadays, we can easily obtain models of
objects such as buildings from digital map. Once we have the models, we can easily make the
virtual EPI from models by simulating the camera motion and parameters (Fig.2). Then, we can use
this simulated EPI (Fig.3 left) for matching with the real EPI (Fig.3 right) made from video data.
After employing the EPI-EPI matching, we can precisely relate the video data to the digital map.
Another advantage of this EPI-EPI analysis is that we do not have to detect lines on real EPI as
accurately as is usually required for EPI analysis. Further, the camera track does not have to be
straight line.
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Fig.2 Virtual city map from digital map

Fig.3 left: simulated EPI , right: real world EPI

2D DP matching for EPI-EPI matching

To enable the EPI-EPI matching, we have to carry out matching between 2D images since the EPI
is a 2D image.. In this paper, we propose a 2D image matching method based on DP matching. The
reason we adopted DP matching is that the algorithm is easy to implement and the matching result
is robust. The actual process of this method is as follows.

1. Make a rectangular parallele piped from two EPIs
2. Cut this 3D polygon by a horizontal plane and make a 1D search plane (Fig.4)
3. Carry out 1D DP matching for each 1D search plane (Fig.4 thick broken blue line)
4. Iterate Steps 1 through 3 using the constraints so that the matching path makes a smooth plane

(Fig.5)
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Fig.4 1D DP matching plane                  Fig.5 2D DP matching with iteration

Expand the field of view to the horizontal direction

Usually a video camera’s field of view is narrow; therefore, we use an omni-directional camera for
our system. A simple implementation of an omni-directional camera consists of a single camera
with a single hyperboloidal mirror. This omni-directional camera can take a 360 degree field of
view at one time, enough to obtain images of entire buildings (Fig.6). However this camera has a
significant weakness, low resolution. Recently, there have been many attempts to increase the
density of the CCD chip for omni-directional camera; however, the density of CCD is still far less
than the requirement.

Fig.6 Paraboloidal omni camera image

Another solution to capture a high-resolution image similar to those achieved by an ordinary video
camera with a field of view wide enough to capture entire buildings is to configure multiple video
cameras and to then stitch their images into one big panoramic image. To realize this, we have to
consider mainly two important issues as follows

1. Synchronization of multiple video cameras
2. The fact that we cannot apply mosaicing technique simply because the cameras move very

fast, making it difficult to track features robustly

One simple solution for synchronization is to send a synchronized signal to all of the multiple
cameras. Another solution is to use the time stamp recorded by the video camera. The latter method
is not as accurate as former one, but it does not need special devices and its accuracy is sufficient
for our research, therefore, we have chosen to adopt the latter one.
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To solve the second problem, we use PVI (Panoramic View Image) analysis. As shown in Fig.7 and
8, vertical cross-sections of the spatio-temporal volumes represent the panoramic images. And this
characteristic does not change depending on the video camera systems, thus making the use the PVI
agood choice. To make the PVI, we first make a spatio-temporal polygon by stacking all video
frames into temporal direction and then cut this polygon along the vertical line, which is
perpendicular to the epipolar line. In the actual process of making the spatio-temporal polygon,
modification by camera motion is required. Therefore, in this paper, we describe how we use a car
speed acquired by the speed-sensor for initial registration and then apply the image-based
block-matching technique to improve the result.

Fig 7 PVI made from usual video camera

Fig.8 PVI made from omni-directional video camera
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Expand the field of view to the vertical direction

To expand the field of view to the vertical direction, we configure multiple cameras as shown in
Fig.9 so as to satisfy the condition that the optical axis of each camera intersects the single point
and to avoid self-occlusion by the cameras. Since video data is so huge and calculation of camera
4x4 matrix for each single frame is practically impossible, we estimate a single representative
camera matrix (homography) for all videos and apply this matrix for all frames. Fig.10 shows the
actual configuration of our system.

Fig.9 Design of the camera configuration

�
Fig.10 Cameras mounted on the car roof

Fig.11 shows the sample mosaicing images to the vertical direction and Fig.12 shows the
synthesized image made by stitching slits from each vertical panoramic image. Fig.13 shows the
sample image using just one camera; notice the significant differences between Fig.12 and Fig.13.
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Fig.11 Mosaicing images

Fig.12  Synthesized City map by all cameras

Fig.13  Synthesized city map just using one camera

Implementation

We propose two applications for ITS. The first is a texture database construction system, while the
second is an enhanced car navigation system with actual texture images and real-world information.
We explain both systems in the following sections, respectively.

Automatic texture database construction system

This system creates a texture database of buildings by cutting and dividing a texture image from the
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video data for each individual building. All divisions are done automatically by projecting the
corresponding edge pattern of the digital map obtained by EPI analysis and DP matching to the
panoramic image. Examples of the retrieved texture image database are shown in Fig.14. Although
some errors still remain, the result is sufficiently accurate for practical usage.

� � � �
Fig.14 Texture image database

Car navigation system with real texture

Using the results of our texture database construction system, we created a system which can
generate a 3D virtual map for a navigation system using real world texture images. In this system,
sufficient accuracy of the matching between video data and digital map is needed for practical use.
A 3D map made by this system is shown in Fig.15.

Fig.15 Car navigation system with real texture

Driver assistance system

To assist the car driver, we can add other useful information to this navigation system. For example,
driving a car near an intersection is usually dangerous; many accidents have occurred because of
the narrow field of view caused by huge obstacles such as buildings. So the efficient visualization
of traffic information is useful for reducing car accidents, especially around intersections. A sample
image of our visualization system integrating the traffic information and virtual 3D map are shown
in Fig16. Here, we had all traffic information (contains individual car motion) from car tracking
system developed in our lab and visualized them for drivers. In Fig16, we make the building texture
transparent, thereby making it possible to see the car that was previously occluded by the building.
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Fig.16 Driver assistance system

Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed an automatic texture image database construction system from video data. This
video data is taken by the specially configured multiple video cameras, which are mounted on the
roof of the car. To achieve this purpose, we needed to solve some difficult problems, such as the
restructuring of video data and developing a stable matching method, as well as configuration of
multiple cameras. The first problem was solved by adopting EPI analysis and the second problem
was fixed by EPI-EPI matching using DP matching technique. The third problem was solved by the
PVI analysis and the multiple configured camera system. The strength of our proposed method is

1. Unlike ordinary EPI analysis, the camera motion is not restricted to a straight line and the
velocity of the camera does not have to be constant.

2. The method enables us to take high-resolution texture images of entire buildings.
3. Most of the process is automatic due to the help of GPS and gyro-sensors

Using this real world texture image database, enables us to easily develop an enhanced car
navigation system which integrates multiple kinds of information for drivers’ assistance. For
example, we made the new visualization system, which efficiently visualizes the cars that are
occluded by buildings, trucks and other huge obstacles. This kind of visualization system is
expected to dramatically reduce the rate of traffic accidents.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conducted several experiments using
real-world video data. And the results of the experiments and snapshot images of our systems show
that our proposed method and visualization system is successfully working.

In the future, removing many obstacles existent in the city, such as car, telegraph poles and trees
from captured images will be necessary. Moreover, the integration of other useful information and
more efficient visualization are important tasks for ITS research.
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